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HANDLENG SYSTEM 

Donald C. Gray, Rose Township, Ramsey County, 
Minn., assignor to American Hoist & Derrick 
Co., St. Paul, Minn., a corporation of Delaware 

Application December 22, 1945, Serial No. 636,791 
(CI, 11-32) 13 Claims, 

This invention relates to a material handling 
machine of the general type ordinarily known as 
Cranes or locomotive cranes. As illustrated and 
described herein, the principles of the invention 
are applied to a locomotive crane. However, 
Various features of the invention are applicable 
to other material handling machines and ap 
paratuses of the general nature of cranes and 
locomotive cranes. 
A locomotive or Crawler or other type crane 

tised for handling materials Ordinarily consists 
of a crane Unit comprising a car having a boom 
and an electro-magnet and/or bucket or dipper 
or hook and Operating mechanism for the boom 
and electro-magnet, and/or bucket or dipper or 
hook mounted upon a revolvable platform on 
the ear of the crane, the operating mechanism 
also being adapted to cause the platform to be 
revolved SO that the boom. With electro-magnet 
and/or bucket or dipper or hook can be swung 
from side to side of the crane in the operations 
of removing material from any location about 
the crane and adjacent thereto. The power 
plant of the crane frequently is carried by the 
revolvable platform, and in such case the en 
tire operating mechanism is mounted for rela 
tive rotation upon the frame of the car of the 
crane. In addition to driving the operating 
mechanism of a crane for its boom, electro 
Eagnet and/or bucket or dipper or hook, and 
for revolving its platform upon the frame of its 
ear, the crane's power plant when upon its 
revolvable platform sometimes has been connect 
ed up to propel the crane unit mechanically and 
Sometimes has been connected up to propel the 
crane unit electrically along a railroad or other 
track or Surface. 

Electro-magnets when employed on cranes for 
the purpose of transporting or conveying fer 
rous materials from place to place are suspended 
from lifting lines which travel upon and relative 
to booms of the cranes. The electro-magnets 
are brought into contact with, or dropped upon, 
the ferrous materials. These adhere to the 
electro-magnets when they are energized and re 
leased when the electro-magnets are deener 
gized. The operating mechanisms of the cranes 
are employed to cause the electro-magnets, when 
energized to attract ferrous materials, to be con 
veyed from One place to another, and when the 
ferrous materials upon the electro-magnets have 
reached the locations where they are to be de 
posited, the electro-magnets are deenergized, by 
removal of the Supply of current to said electro 
magnetS, thus to cause the ferrous materials to 
be released. 

Customarily, the prime nover of a locomotive 
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of other crane is, for purposes. Of convenience 
and efficiency in carrying on the various func 
tions of the crane, a diesel or other internal 
combustion or other type engine adapted to be 
driven at variable Speeds Controlled in SOme 
Suitable and convenient manner by the Opera 
tor at his will. That is, a usual arrangement 
is to have the speed of the prime mover or en 
gine of a crane controllable by the operator and 
the mechanisms for accomplishing Various ope 
erations of the crane, such as Swinging, lifting, 
etc., releasably clutchable to a driven Shaft of 
Said prime mover or engine. In commercial in 
stallations, the prime noVerS or engines of 
cranes are constructed to be capable of oper 
ation throughout a range of Widely varying 
Speeds. 
A source of current for an electro-magnet 

employed in connection with a locomotive or 
other crane, to the purpose hereinbefore men 
tioned, heretofore has been a direct current 
generator driven from the prime mover of the 
crane through the instrumentality of a flexible 
chain, belting or gearing. Such a generator has 
been of the constant voltage, constant. Speed, 
Self-excited type. It is adapted to deliver proper 
voltage eharacteristics only while the prime 
nover operates at Substantially constant Speed, 
or varies. Within but relatively Small limitS. 
With variations of the speed of the prime move, 
the voltage of a constant voltage, constant speed 
generator will vary to extent at least as great as 
the prime mover speed, and in Some instances, 
Will vary as much as the Square of the prime 
mover Speed. In instances when a constant 
voltage, constant speed generator is operated by 
a prime mover at higher than the rated speed 
of the generator, the Voltage of course will be 
higher than normal with tendency toward over 
heating of an electro-magnet employed, and, 
obviously, lower than normal voltage will cause 
a Serious reduction in the lifting capacity of the 
electro-magnet inasmuch as the lifting capacity 
Varies as the Square of the applied Voltage. 
An improved manner of accomplishing ener 

gization of an electro-magnet employed in con 
nection with a locomotive or other crane is illus 
trated and described in my Patent No. 2,370,856, 
granted March 6, 1945. Stated briefly, the patent 
mentioned discloses a Special generator System 
driven by the prime mover or internal combus 
tion engine of the crane having a field controlled 
by means of a separate exciter also driven from 
said prime mover or internal combustion engine. 
The generator and exciter are supported upon the 
rotatable platform of the Crane, as is a desirable 
arrangement. However, in any instance where 
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the type of special generator system of my Pat 
ent No. 2,370,856 is employed in connection with 
a crane also employing an electrical drive for the 
crane, as is employed in the patent to Ljungkull, 
No. 2,083,460, granted June 8, 1937, said special 
generator System constitutes an entity which is 
independent of and separate from the travel gen 
erator of the crane, and the same thing is true of 
the constant voltage, constant speed, self-excited 
type of direct current generator, hereinbefore 
mentioned, when employed to provide a source of 
current for an electro-magnet of a locomotive or 
other crane. 
Stated broadly, heretofore the source of cur 

rent for electro-magnets of locomotive or other 
cranes has been supplied by generators or gener 
ator Systems independent of and separate from 
travel generators. It is possible, of course, for an 
Operator of a locomotive or other crane to make 
manual adjustments of the generator field rheo 
stat of the travel generator of the crane in at 
tempt to maintain constant voltage throughout 
the various prime mover speeds, but this is com 
pletely impractical. Attempts at manual adjust 
ments would result in complications and slowing 
down of Crane operations. 

It is desirable that a locomotive or other crane 
include a single prime mover and a single gen 
erator driven by the prime mover suitable to the 
purpose of Supplying power to a travel motor and 
an electro-magnet of the crane, as well as to the 
purpose of Supplying power to auxiliary motors 
when employed, thus to reduce the cost of equip 
ment of the crane and the complexity of the 
equipment and to provide greater simplicity and 
Space around the machinery, and the broad ob 
ject of the present invention is to provide such a 
crane. - 

The characteristics which a generator for sup 
plying power to an electric motor for propelling 
a crane is required to have are considerably dif 
ferent from the characteristics a generator for 
supplying power to a lifting magnet for a crane 
must possess. Due to the limited size of diesel 
and other internal combustion engines, both from 
the standpoint of cost and space, for use as prime 
movers of cranes, it is necessary, in order to get 
high current from the travel generator of a crane 
to provide high tractive effort, that there be low 
voltage, thus to avoid overloading of the prime 
mover. The output from a travel generator is 
dependent upon the horsepower from the prime 

Over". 
of tractive effort and speed on a travel motor or 
motors, the characteristics of a travel generator 
must be such that at high current the voltage is 
low and at low current the voltage is high, and at 
no time can the product of voltage times am 
peres exceed the permissible output of the prime 
mover. On the other hand, the pick-up power 
of a lifting magnet varies as the square of the 
voltage. In order to obtain proper magnet oper 
ation, the value of the normally applied voltage 
cannot be too high, lest the magnet become over 
heated and destroyed, and cannot be below the 
magnets rating, lest the magnet power be insuffi 
cient for its intended purposes. In practical op 
eration of cranes, generators heretofore employed 
have been unsuitable to use for applying power 
for both travel motors and lifting magnets under 
usual conditions of crane use. 
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4. 
magnet lift under all operative conditions as met 
in practical use of the locomotive or other crane, 
and also desirably having capacity additionally 
to Supply power for an auxiliary motor or motors, 
such, for example, as a motor for a fan of a heat 
ing apparatus for the Crane. 
A further object is to provide a material han 

dling machine of the nature of a locomotive or 
Other Crane which will include a prime mover 
and a generator driven by the prime mover suit 
able to the purposes of supplying power to a 
travel motor and to an electromagnet of the 
crane and which generator will be operative at 
Substantially constant Voltage throughout a range 
of low current values, thus to be capable of sup 
plying Suitable current for efficient magnet opera 
tion and at the same time include capacity for 
flow of Sufficient current to said travel motor 
adapted to obtain relatively low drawbar pull and 
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A further object of the invention is to provide 
a locomotive or other crane of the character as 
Stated which will include a single generator sys 
tem having capacity to care for both travel and 75 

travel Speed when it may be desirable that the 
crane be transported at low speed while a load 
is Suspended from its electro-magnet, and will 
be capable of being operative at variable voltages 
throughout a range of higher current values, 
thus to include capacity for flow of additional 
current to Said travel motor adapted to obtain 
comparatively higher drawbar pull or travel speed 
When it may be desirable that the crane be trans 
ported at higher Speeds while its electro-magnet 
has no load. 
A further object is to provide a material han 

dling machine of the nature of a locomotive or 
other crane designed and constructed with the 
end in view of rendering the material handling 
machine an improvement in many respects and 
from various aspects over material handling ma 
chines and apparatuses heretofore known for 
accomplishing the same general purposes. 
A further object is to provide a material han 

dling machine of the nature of a locomotive or 
other Crane wherein will be incorporated various 
desirable and improved features and characteris 
tics of construction which will be novel both as 
individual entities of said material handling ma 
chine and in combination with each other. 
And a further object is to provide a material 

handling machine incorporating features and 
characteristics of construction as herein illus 
trated and described. 
With the above objects in view, as well as others 

which will appear as the specification proceeds, 
the invention comprises the construction, ar. 
rangement and combination of parts as now to . 
be fully described and as hereinafter to be Spe 
cifically claimed, it being understood that the 
disclosure herein is merely illustrative and in 
tended in no way in a limiting sense, changes 
in details of construction and arrangement of 
parts being permissible so long as within the 
Spirit of the invention and the scope of the claims 
which follow. 
In the accompanying drawings forming a part 

of this specification, 
Fig. 1 is a Side elevational view of a material 

handling machine made according to the inven 
tion, parts being broken away; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged top plan view of the ma 
Chine, parts being omitted; 

Fig. 3 is a detail sectional view, taken substan 
tially on line 3-3 in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary enlarged top plan view 
of the machine; 

Fig. 5 is a detail sectional view, taken on line 
5-5 in Fig. 4; 
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Fig. 6 is a detail sectional view, taken substan 
tially on line 6-6 in Fig. 2; and 

Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic view of an electric 
wiring System of the machine. 
With respect to the drawings and the numerals 

of reference thereon, the locomotive crane dis 
closed includes a car body or truck consisting of 
a frame to having bearings for front and rear 
axles 2 rigidly supporting travel wheels 3. As 
shown, there are two front and two rear axles 2 
each Supporting oppositely disposed traveling 
wheels f3. Coupling members 4 upon the car 
body or truck frame 0 are for the purpose of 
coupling the locomotive crane with a different 
vehicle or car, which in Sonne instances may be 
propelled by the locomotive crane, and in Some 
instances may propel said locomotive crane. 
The car body or truck frame 0 supports a 

platform or deck 5 which is rotatable on said 
car body or truck frame. As shown, the plat 
form or deck 5 includes a vertical, hollow, down 
Wardly extending entity 6 which extends into a 
hollow portion 7 of the car body or truck frame. 
A circumferential portion of the platform or 

deck 5 includes convenientiy mounted rollers 
Spaced about said platform or deck and con 
centric with the vertical, hollow entity 6, said 
rollers being supported upon and ridable upon 
or Over a bull gear 8, which also is concentric 
With Said vertical, hollow entity 6 and is fixedly 
attached to the car body or truck frame O in 
any Suitable and convenient manner. 
A boon of the crane, upon the rotatable plat 

form or deck 5, is designated 9. The boom 
may be of usual or preferred construction. Said 
boom 9 is suitably and conveniently pivoted 
upon a part of the platform or deck 5. A mast 
(not shown) of usual or preferred construction 
also may be arranged upon the rotatable plat 
form or deck. A cable 20 is for the purpose of 
accomplishing hoisting or raising and lowering 
Operations of the boom 9. A drum 2 for ac 
tuating the cable 20 is mounted upon the rotat 
able platform or deck. As shown, the cable 2 
has one of its end portions wrapped about the 
drun 2, and said cable 20 extends over pulleys 
22 Supported in ordinary or preferred manner. 
The end portion of the cable 2 opposite the 
drum 2 is assembled with the boom 9 in ordi 
nary or preferred manner, as denoted gener. 
ally at 23. When the drum 2 is rotated in di 
rection to wind the cable 20 thereon, the boom. 
is hoisted or raised, and when said drum 2 
is rotated, or allowed to rotate, in opposite di 
rection said boom is lowered by gravity. 
A cable 24 extends over a sheave 25 upon the 

outer end of the boom 9 and supports a hoist 
ing hook 25. In turn, the hoisting hook 26 sup 
ports an electromagnet 27. A drum 28 for ac 
tuating the cable 24 also is mounted upon the 
rotatable platform or deck 5. 
Said rotatable platform or deck 5 suitably 

and conveniently supports a power plant or 
prime mover, which is, as disclosed, constituted 
as an internal combustion engine 29 of the diesel 
type. The internal combustion engine 29 in 
cludes a driven shaft 39 which is conveniently 
and desirably flexibly connected, as represented 
generally at 3, to the driving shaft 32 of the 
generator 33. The generator 33 also is suitably 
Supported upon the revolvable platform or deck 
5, and Said internal combustion engine 29 and 

Said generator 33 of course are rigidly secured 
to Said platform or deck. The generator 33 de 
Sirably is of that type designed for drooping 
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6 
characteristics of the generator volt-ampere 
curve and Wherein the Voltage is high for OW 
current and low for high current. As disclosed, 
the generator 33 includes a driven shaft 34, ar 
ranged opposite the internal combustion engine 
29, which fixedly supports a Sprocket wheel. A 
Sprocket chain 35 rides over the Sprocket wheel 
upon Said driven Shaft 34 and also rides over a 
Sprocket wheel fixed upon a horizontal shaft 35 
Suitably and conveniently mounted upon the 
platform or deck 5. The horizontal shaft 36 
releasably carries a small gear 37 which meshes 
With a larger gear 38 fixed upon a horizontal 
shaft 39 suitably and conveniently mounted 
upon the platform or deck 5. The gear 38 
meshes with a gear 40 fixed upon a horizontal 
shaft 4 at the side of the horizontal shaft 39 
opposite the horizontal shaft 36. Said horizon 
tal Shaft 4 also is suitably mounted upon the 
rotatable platform or deck 5. It will be seen 
that when the horizontal shaft 39 is driven by 
the internal combustion engine 29, through the 
instrumentality of the sprocket chain 35, the 
horizontal shaft 36 and the gears 37 and 38, the 
horizontal shaft 4 will be driven through the 
instrumentality of said gear 38 and the gear 49. 
The drums 21 and 23 are carried by the hori 

Zontal shaft 4 and are normally loose on said 
mentioned horizontal shaft. Said drums 2i and 
28 are adapted to be rotated, independently of 
each other, with said horizontal shaft, 4. A 
clutch, denoted generally at 42, is for the pur 
pose of clutching the drum 28 to the horizontal 
shaft 4 ?, and a clutch lever 43 is for actuating 
Said clutch 42 to operative and inoperative po 
Sitions. A clutch, denoted generally at 44, is 
for the purpose of clutching the drum 2 to said 
shaft 4, and a clutch lever 45 is for actuating 
Said clutch 44 to operative and inoperative po 
Sitions. In the disclosure as made, the clutches 
42 and 44 are of air actuated type and are oper 
ated in Well known manner requiring no fur 
ther description herein. 
Each of the drums 2 and 28 is as disclosed 

provided with a brake 46. The brakes 46, 4s 
Inay be of well known construction. Numeral 
47 indicates a braking pedal for operating the 
brake 4S associated with the drum 2, and 48 
designates a braking pedal for operating the 
brake 46 associated with the drum 2e. 
The horizontal shaft 39 conveniently supports 

Oppositely disposed bevel gears, represented 49 
and 50, respectively, each normally loose on said 
horizontal shaft 39. The bevel gears 49 and 50 
mesh with a bevel gear 5? fixed upon a vertical 
shaft which drives a vertical shaft 52 suitably 
mounted in bearings fixed upon the rotatable 
platform or deck 5. Said vertical shaft 52 
fixedly carries a pinion 53 which meshes with the 
teeth 54 of the bull gear 8. The bevel gears 49 
and 50 mesh with portions of the bevel gear 5 
at opposite sides of its vertical Shaft, and 
clutches 55, 55 are for separately clutching said 
bevel gears 49 and 50 to said horizontal shaft 
39. A single clutch lever 56 is for actuating 
each of the clutches 55, the arrangement being 
Such that both clutches 55, 55 may be inoper 
ative, or either one, but not both, operative to 
clutch one or the other of the bevel gears 49, 50 
to the horizontal shaft 39. Evidently, when the 
bevel gear 49 is clutched to the horizontal shaft 
39 and said horizontal shaft is rotated, the bevel 
gear 5, with the vertical shaft 52 and the 
pinion 53, will be rotated in one direction, and 
When the bevel gear 50 is clutched to said hori 
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zontal shaft 39 and the horizontal shaft is ro 
tated, said bevel gear 5, with the vertical shaft 
52 and the pinion 53, will be rotated in opposite 
direction. Rotation of the pinion 53 in either 
direction obviously will cause the platform or 
deck f S to be rotated about its vertical axis in 
direction to correspond, by reason of the en 
gagement of said pinion 53 with the teeth 54 of 
the bull gear 8. The specific arrangement se 
lectively for clutching the bevel gears 49 and 50 
to the horizontal shaft, 39 is Well known and re 
quires no fuller description herein. In the dis 
closure as made, the clutches 55, 55 are of air 
actuated type, 
A brake for the horizontal shaft 39, and hence 

for the rotatable platform or deck 5, may be of 
any Suitable construction, and said brake may 
be actuated by means of a braking pedal 57, Simi 
lar to the braking pedals 4 and 48. A brake 
such as mentioned for said horizontal shaft 39 
is ordinary equipment of machines of the present 
general character, and, therefore, requires no 
further description herein. 
The clutches 42 and 44 may be inoperative 

when the brakes 46, 46 are applied to the drums 
28 and 2 f. In addition, any suitable type of 
means well known in the present art may be in 
cluded for disconnecting the horizontal shaft 
4f from driving connection when a brake is ap 
plied to either drum 2 or 28. Also, a suitable 
type of well known means Will be included for 
disconnecting the horizontal shaft 39 from driv 
ing connection when the brake for said hori 
zontal shaft 39 is applied. 
A clutch for connecting the Small gear 37 to 

and disconnecting said small gear from the hori 
ZOntal shaft, 36 is denoted 58. As disclosed, the 
clutch 58 is of air actuated type. A clutch lever 
for actuating the clutch 58 is represented 59. 

It will be evident from the description thus 
far given, that the clutch 58 can be manipulated 
to disconnect the Small gear 37 from the hori 
ZOntal shaft 36 so that said Small gear 37 and all 
of the parts driven thereby will be stationary. 
When the clutch 58 connects the small gear 37 
to the horizontal shaft 36, said small gear 37 will 
be driven to rotate the larger gear 38 and the 
horizontal shaft 39 upon which said larger gear 
38 is fixed when the internal combustion engine 
29 is operative. When said horizontal shaft 39 
is rotating, the drums 2 and 28 and the verti 
cal shaft 52 can each be stationary or in mo 
tion, all independently of each other, and said 
vertical shaft 52 can be rotated in either direc 
tion, necessary or preferred at some particular 
time. And all of the brakes and clutches are 
capable of independent actuation, the operat 
ing parts being adapted satisfactorily to accom 
plish all of the working operations in the ma 
chine except those necessary to propel said 
machine. 
The locomotive crane is adapted to be propelled 

by electric motive power, the machine including a 
pair of electric motors, each designated 60, as 
shown, although a single electric motor, or more 
than two electric motors, could be employed. The 
electric motors 60, 60 are adapted to be actu 
ated or driven in either direction by the generator 
33. Each electric motor 60 is conveniently and 
flexibly attached to the underside of the car body 
Or frame at location adjacent an axle 2 to be 
driven. As shown, an interior end portion of each 
electric motor 60 is rotatably mounted, as at 6, 
upon an outermost axle 2, and an exterior end 
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disclosed in Fig. 3, of the drawings. 

8 
ported, as at 62, upon a transverse bar 63 at an 
end of and extending from side to side of the car 
body or frame O. The construction and arrange 
ment will be such that the electric motors 60, 60 
are resiliently connected with the transverse bars 
63, 63. The shaft of each electric motor 60 fixedly 
carries a pinion 64 which meshes with a gear 65 
fixed upon the axle 2 which supports the cor 
responding electric motor. 
The electric motors 6), 6 are of the reversing 

type, and a controller or master Switch 66 for 
said electric motors is suitably and conveniently 
mounted upon the revolvable platform or deck 5. 
The controller or master switch 66 may be of any 
construction Suiting it to its purposes. It in 
cludes a control lever 67 adapted to be manipu 
lated to selected positions to close various dif 
ferent circuits for the electric motors 60, 60 
adapted to cause Said motors to be driven at 
predetermined and preferred speed in either di 
rection. A Series of lead Wires, including a suf 
ficient number suitable to the purpose, extend be 
tween the generator 33 and the controller or 
master Switch 66. The connection of said men 
tioned lead wires between said generator 33 and 
Said controller or master Switch 66 can be made 
in ordinary manner, both said generator and con 
troller or master switch being carried by the plat 
form or deck 5 and movable therewith, and being 
Supported in stationary relation to each other. 
As will be apparent, the electric motors 60, 

60 being fixed upon the car frame 0, and the 
controller or master switch 66 being fixed upon 
the revolvable platform or deck 5 in spaced re 
lation to the vertical axis thereof and movable 
With Said platform or deck, an arrangement of 
Conducting connections between said controller 
or master switch 66 and electric motors. 60, 60 
which has no loose and dangling lead wires is 
desirable, although it is to be understood that the 
lead Wires between the controller or master SWitch 
and the electric motors could be continuous in 
appropriate manner, sufficient slack in the con 
nections of course being permitted to allow for 
the revolving movements of the platform or deck 
5. Numeral 68 denotes a contact element as 

Sembly for making connections between the con 
troller or master Switch 66 and the electric motors 
60, 60. Said contact element assembly 68, or 
equivalent, making provision for neat, practical 
and vastly more satisfactory conducting connec 
tions, is greatly to be preferred. 
The contact element assembly 68 is very clearly 

As there 
shown, an annular, horizontal extension 69 of the 
vertical, hollow entity 6 integrally supports 
downwardly extending, vertical bolt members 70, 
70 which in turn support a circular, horizontal 
plate . Tubular insulation upon the bolt 
members 70, 70 is denoted 72. 
A Series of contact rings 73 are arranged in 

Overlying relation to each other between the 
horizontal extension 69 and the horizontal plate 

and rigidly supported by said extension and 
plate in Spaced, Surrounding relation to the bolt 
members 70, 70. A series of separator insulating 
discS 74 are arranged between each pair of ad 
jacent contact rings 73 and between the upper 
most and lowermost contact rings and said ex 
tension 69 and plate . . Annular spacers of the 
extension 69 and the plate 7 are denoted 75. 
A Series of connector rods 76, including a con 

nector rod 76 for each contact ring, extend in 
Spaced relation to each other through the verti 

portion of each electric motor is pivotally sup- 75 cal, hollow entity 16 and the annular, hollow ex 
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tension 69, as well as through a greater or less 
number of the contact rings 13, and insulating 
discs 74. Each connector rod 76 is secured to a 
corresponding contact ring 73 and is in Spaced 
or insulated relation to all contact rings except 
the one to which connected. The upper end of 
each connector rod 76 is separately attached to 
a lead wire from the controller or master Switch 
66. 
The contact element assembly 68 also includes 

spaced apart contact brushes 77, one in engage 
ment with each contact ring 73. Said contact 
brushes 77 can be of any ordinary or preferred 
construction. As shown, each contact brush TT 
is carried by a holder 78 therefor, and said hold 
ers 78 are suitably fixed in spaced relation to each 
other upon a vertical pipe 79 itself suitably sup 
ported by the car body or frame O. More ex 
plicitly, the upper and lower ends of the vertical 
pipe T9 are supported in upper and lower annular 
elements, respresented 80 and 8, respectively, 
and tubular insulation 82 upon said Vertical pipe 
79 retains the holders 78 and one side of the an 
nular elements 80 and 8 in fixed, spaced apart 
relation. Said annular elements 80 and 8 are 
retained in fixed, Spaced apart relation at their 
opposite side by a headed and nutted bolt 83 and 
a tubular Spacer 84 upon said bolt and between 
the annular elements 80 and 8. The inner mar 
gin of the upper annular element 80 engages the 
outer margin of the annular, horizontal exten 
Sion 69 beneath an annular flange 85 upon Said 
annular, horizontal extension 69, the inner mar 
gin of the lower annular element 8 engages the 
outer margin of the circular, horizontal plate 7 
above an annular flange 86 upon said circular, 
horizontal plate, and the circular, horizontal 
plate is anchored to the car body or frame as 
denoted at 87. The brush holders 78 support lead 
wires which are appropriately connected to the 
electric motors 60, 60. Said brush holders and 
electric motors obviously having stationary or 
fixed relation with respect to each other, the con 
nections for both ends of the lead wires between 
the brush holders and the electric motors can 
be ordinary binding post connections. 

It will be seen that the parts of the contact 
element assembly 68 which move relative to each 
Other in practice are a unitary structure includ 
ing the contact rings 73 which are rotatable rela 
tive to the contact brushes 77, and said contact 
brushes TT ride Said contact rings 73 as these ro 
tate, continuously to provide conducting capacity 
for electrical current between each of the lead 
Wires to the contact element assembly 68 and the 
corresponding lead wires from said contact ele 
ment assembly. 
A brake of any suitable construction for the 

traveling wheels 3 may be employed, and the 
locomotive Crane may include a braking lever 88 
for such a brake; or the locomotive crane may in 
corporate a usual or preferred type of air brake 
adapted to be actuated by air pressure provided 
by an air compressor Such as denoted at 89. The 
air compressor 89 may be of any construction 
Suitable to its purpose. As shown, it is operated 
through the instrumentality of a belt 90 which 
is driven from the horizontal shaft 36. Brak 
ing mechanism for Operating the travel brake of 
the machine is represented generally at 9. 
A magnetic controller box upon the rotatable 

platform or deck 5 is indicated 92, and a heat 
ing apparatus, also upon said platform or deck, 
is designated 93. An auxiliary electric motor 94 
is for driving a fan (not shown) of the heating 
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apparatus 93. The auxiliary electric motor 94 is 
supported upon said heating apparatus 93. 
A Small generator 95, of Special design and for 

a purpose to be made plain, is mounted upon the 
rotatable platform or deck 5. Said Small gen 
erator 95 is adapted to be driven, as by the belt 
96, from the driving shaft 32 of the generator 33. 
The prime mover or internal combustion en 

gine 29 is adapted to cause or be capable of caus 
ing mechanism for accomplishing ordinary op 
erations of the locomotive crane to be actuated, 
and Said prime mover or internal combustion en 
gine additionally is adapted to cause or be car 
pable of causing the Small generator 95 and the 
generator 33 to be driven. The generator sys 
ten of the machine is adapted to cause or be 
capable of causing the travel electric motors 60, 
60, the electromagnet 27 and the auxiliary elec 
tric motor 94 to be energized. 
The controller or master switch 66 is a re 

Versing type drum master Switch. It includes a 
plurality of conducting segments 97, 98, 99, Of 
and f, and a plurality of conducting segments 
92, e3, 04, fo5 and 06. A conductor be 
tween the conducting segments 9 and O2 is 
denoted 67, conductors between the conducting 
SegmentS 9,98, 99, '08 and 0 are indicated 

8, and conductors between the conducting seg 
ments 22, 103, 94, 05 and 0.6 are denoted 09. 
The controller or master switch 66 additionally 
includes conducting segments O and , and 
also includes a plurality of fingers 2, 3, 14, 
A 5, 6, 7, 8 and if 9. 
The generator 33 is adapted to be connected 

through conductors 20 and 2 and 22 and 
23, by means of reversing contactors 24 and 
!25, through the slip rings 73 and control brushes 
77 to the electric motors 60, 60. Closing of the 
contactor 24 is adapted to cause the electric 

() motorS60, 60 to be energized for rotation in 
direction to drive the locomotive crane in one 
direction, and closing of the contactor 25 is 
adapted to cause said electric motors to be en 
ergized for rotation in direction to drive said 
locomotive crane in opposite direction. 

Resistors, denoted f 26 and 27, respectively, 
are adapted to be connected in circuits for the 
electric motors 60, 60. A contactor (30 is for 
connecting the resistor 27 in parallel with the 
resistor 26, and a contactor 3 f is for short 
circuiting the resistors 26 and 27. 

Resistors 28 and 29 are adapted to be con 
nected in the circuit for a generator shunt field 
39. A contactor 32 is for short circuiting the 

resistor 28 and a contactor 33 is for short cir 
cuiting the resistor 29. 
In the illustrated embodiment of the inven 

tion, the Small generator 95 is a regulator which 
may include three or more fields, but in in 
Stances where preferred the small generator or 
regulator may take other forms and yet perform 
the functions as hereinafter described. One 
field 34 of the generator or regulator 95 is a 
shunt field responsive to the voltage generated 
by an arnature 35. Operation of a contactor 
i40 opens this field to make the generator in 
operative. A second shunt field 36 of said gen 
erator or regulator 95 is excited from a refer 
ence Source which in the present disclosure is 
a constant potential battery 37. A third shunt 
field 38 of the generator or regulator 95 is con 
nected across the terminals of the generator 33 
and is the control field of said generator 33. 
The fields 36 and 38 are differential. With re 
Spect to their magnetic fluxes so that should the 
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field "f 38 become higher than the field 36 a 
voltage will be generated in the armature 35 
of such direction as to reduce the current flow 
ing in the main generator field and thus reduce 
the voltage generated by the generator 33. 
Should the effect of the field 38 become leSS 
than the effect of the field 36, a voltage will 
be generated in the armature 35 of Such di 
rection as to increase the current in the main 
generator field and thus increase the voltage 
generated by the generator 33. The shunt field 
34 amplifies the effect of the two fields 36 and 
38 and thus is provision for slight differences 
between fields. 38 and 36 producing great 
changes in voltage generated in the armature 
35. The design of the Small generator or regul 

lator 95 is such that the voltage of generator 
33 can be maintained at a constant value. 
A conductor A extends between the revers 

ing contactor f24 and the finger 2. A con 
ductor 42 extends between the reversing con 
tactor 25 and the finger 3. A conductor 43 
extends between the contactor 30 and the finger 
f4. . A conductor 44 extends between the con 
tactors 3 and 40 and the finger 5. A con 
ductor 45 extends between the contactor 32 
and the finger 6. A conductor 46 extends 
between the contactor 33 and the finger 7. 
The field 36 is connected to the battery 37 

by conductor's 47 and 48. A conductor 49 
extends between the contactor 24 and the bat 
tery 37... A conductor 50 extends between the 
contactor 25 and the conductor 49. Conduc 
tors 5 and 52 extend between the contactors 
30 and 3 and said conductor 49. Conduc 

torS 53 and 54 extend between the contactors 
32 and 33 and the conductor 49. A conduc 

tor 55 extends between the conductors 08 and 
the conductor 47. - 
A magnet controller of the machine includes 

a line contactor 56 for connecting the electro 
magnet 27 to the leads of the generator 33, a 
line resistor 57 and a drop contactor 58. 

... An interlock of Said machine, denoted gener 
ally at 59, is interposed between the magnet 
controller and the controller or master Switch 66. 
A cam 66 of the interlock 59, integral with the 
control lever 67 for the master Switch 66, is rotat 
ably Supported, as at 6i, in any Suitable and con 
venient manner, upon the revolvable platform or 
deck 5, and a solenoid f62, also suitably and con 
Veniently Supported upon said revolvable plat 
form or deck, has an armature 63 adapted to lie 
in the path of Spaced apart limit surfaces 64, 
64 of Said cam 60 when said Solenoid 62 is en 

ergized. A curved lever 65 is rigid with the con 
trol lever 67 to be swung upwardly and down 
Wardly With SWinging of Said control lever 67 
from Side to side, a straight actuating lever 66 
for the travel controller or master Switch 66 is 
Suitably and conveniently assembled. With Said 
travel controller or master SWitch, and a rigid 
link 67 is connected between the Outer or free 
ends of the curved lever 65 and the Straight ac 
tuating lever 66. The construction and arrange 
ment are such that the control lever 67, and 
hence the actuating lever 66, can be SWung 
through a substantially unlimited arc when the 
Solenoid 62 is de-energized, but can be. SWung 
through only a limited arc when said Solenoid 62 
is energized. The arc through Which Said control 
lever 67 can be swung of course will be limited by 
engagement of one or the other of the limit Sur 
faces 64, 64 with the armature 63 when the 
Solenoid 62 is energized. The farther apart Said 
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limit surfaces 64, f 64, the greater the magnitude 
of the arc through which the control lever 67 can 
be swung when the solenoid 62 is energized, and 
vice versa, as Will be obvious. 

It should be remarked that interlocking could 
be accomplished in a manner different from that 
disclosed. . 
A pilot circuit button 68 is adapted manually 

to be actuated to cause a normally open Switch 
$69 to be closed and a normally closed Switch 0 
to be opened, and a push button f is adapted 
manually to be actuated to cause a normally 
open switch 2 to be closed. 
Conductors 73 and 74 extend from the con 

ductors 20 and 2 to switches 75 and 6 con 
trolled by the line contactor 56, and conductors 
71 and 78 extend from said Switches 5 and 
76 to the electromagnet 27. 
Conductors 9 and 80 including the line rer 

sistor 57 extend from the conductors 13 and 
74 to switches 8 and 82 controlled by the drop 

contactor. 58, and conductors 83 and 84, ex 
tend from said switches 8 and 82 to the con 
ductors. 8 and 77. - 

Conductors 85 and 86 extend from the Con 
ductors 13 and 74 to the auxiliary electric 
motor 94, and said conductor 86 includes a 
regulator 87 for said auxiliary electric motor. 
The resistor 26 is included in a conductor 88 

extending between Switches controlled by the 
contactors 24, 25 and 30, 3, respectively, and 
the resistor 27 is included in a conductor 89 
extending between the conductor 88 and the 
switch controlled by said contactor f30. 
The resistors 28 and 29 are included in a 

conductor 90 extending between the conductor 
74 and the field 39. A conductor 9 extends 

from a portion of the conductor 90 between Said 
resistors 28 and 29 to a Switch controlled by the 
contactor 33, and a conductor 92 extends from 
a portion of the conductor 90 between the re 
sistor 28 and said field 34 to a SWitch Con 
trolled by the contactor 32. A conductor 93 
extends from the field 34 to a Switch controlled 
by the contactor f40, and a conductor 94 ex 
tends from said last mentioned SWitch to the 
field 39. 
The field 38 is included in a conductor 95 ex 

tending between the conductor f4 and the con 
ductor 20, and said conductor 95 includes a 
resistance 96. The armature f35 is included in 
a conductor 97 extending from the conductor 
90 to the conductor 94, and a conductor 98 
extends from the field 39 to the conductor 95. 
A conductor 99 extends between the conduct 

ing segment if () and the conductor 2, and a 
conductor 200 extends between the normally Open 
switch 69 and the conducting segment fl. 
A conductor 20 extends from Said normally 

open switch 69 to the line contactor 56, a con 
ductor 202 extends from said line contactor 56 
to the solenoid 62, and a conductor 203 extends 
from said solenoid to the conductor 20. 
A conductor 204 extends between the normal 

ly closed switch 7) and a portion of the conduc 
tor 95 between the resistance 96 and the con 
ductor 14, and a conductor 205 extends be 
tween said normally closed switch 70 and a por 
tion of said conductor 95 between the field 38 
and said resistance 96. 
A conductor 206 extends from the conductor 

200 to the normally open switch 72, a conduc 
tor. 207 extends from said normally open Switch 
72 to the drop contactor 58, a conductor 20 

extends from said drop contactor 58 to the line 
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éontactor 56, a conductor 23 extends from 
the conductor 20 to a switch 214 controlled by 
the drop contactor 58, and a conductor 25 ex 
tends from said switch 214 to the conductor f78. 
The invention herein disclosed presents a loco 

notive crane or other crane which includes a 
prime mover and a generator driven by the 
prime mover suitable to the purpose of supply 
ing power to drive travel motors employed in 
connection with a crane and to the purpose of 
supplying power for energizing an electro-mag 
net of the crane, as well as to the purpose of Sup 
plying power to auxiliary equipment, Such as the 
auxiliary electric motor 94, when employed in 
connection with a crane, 

It will be apparent from Fig. 2 of the drawings 
that the internal combustion engine 29, the gen 
erator 33, the auxiliary electric motor 94, the 
Small generator 95 and the mechanism of the 
crane for accomplishing hoisting, Swinging, etc., 
are all upon the rotatable platform or deck 5. 
The generator 33 is adapted to be operative 

at substantially constant voltage throughout a 
range of lower current values to be capable of 
supplying suitable current for efficient opera 
tion of the electro-magnet 27 and at the same 
time include capacity for flow of sufficient cur 
rent to the electric motors 60, 60 adapted to ob 
tain relatively low drawbar pull and travel speed 
of the crane when it is desirable that the crane 
be transported at low speed while a load is sus 
pended from the electro-magnet 27, and said 
generator 33 is adapted to be capable of being 
operative at variable voltages throughout a range 
of higher currents to include capacity for flow 
of additional current to said electric motors 60, 
66 adapted to obtain comparatively higher draw 
bar pull and travel speed when it may be desir 
able that the crane be transported at higher 
speeds while its electro-magnet has no load. 
When the master Switch 66 is in neutral posi 

tion, as said master switch is disclosed in Fig. 7 
of the drawings, the control lever 67 is in verti 
cal position, as said control lever is disclosed in 
Figs. 2 and 6, both of the reversing contactors 
f4 and 25 are in open position, and all of the 
parts of the electrical system of the machine are 
situated as in Said Fig. 7. 
The construction and arrangement will be 

such that when the internal combustion engine 
29 is operating at its governed speed, the gen 
erator 33 will be supplying a substantially con 
stant voltage maintained by the Small genera 
tor or regulator 95, and when the control lever 
67 is moved to actuate contacts in the master 
-switch 66, the excitation of the field of said gen 
erator 33 will be varied thus to vary the current 
through the travel electric motors 60, 60. The 
voltage output of the generator 33 is adapted to 
be maintained substantially constant over a lim 
ited current range of said generator 33. - 
When the master Switch 66 is moved to the 

first position forward, the conducting segment 
2 becomes engaged with the finger 2 and the 

contactor f24 becomes energized from the bat 
tery 37 to cause the switches controlled by said 
contactor 24 to become close. Current then 
flows from the generator 33 through the resistor 
26, the fields of the travel motors 60, 60 by way 

of the collector rings 73 to the armature of Said 
travel motors 60, 60 and back to said generator 
3. The Small generator or regulator. 95 main 

tains constant voltage at the terminals of the 
generator 33 while current and voltage across 
the travel motors 69, -60 is a function of the dif 
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14 
ference in voltage occasioned by the resistór 2. 
Stated otherwise, the difference in voltage at the 
terminals of the generator 33 and the voltage 
across the travel motors 60, 60 when the master 
switch 66 is moved to the first position forward 
is absorbed by the resistor f26. 
When the master switch is moved to the Seca 

ond position forward, the conducting segment fo 
becomes engaged with the finger f4 and the 
contactor f30 becomes energized to cause the 
switch controlled by said contactor 30 to become 
closed, thus to connect the resistor (27 in par 
allel with the resistor 26 and cause the total 
resistance in series with the armatures of the 
travel motors 60, 60 to become reduced. While 
the power transmitted to the travel motors 60, 
69 is increased in response to movement of the 
master switch 66 to the second position forward, 
thus to cause greater drawbar pull or speed of 
operation of said travel motors, the voltage at 
the voltage at the terminals of the generator 
33 is maintained at constant value by the small 
generator or regulator 95. The difference in volt 
age at the terminals of said generator 33 and 
the voltage across said travel motors 60, 60 is 
absorbed by the resistors f26 and 27 acting in 
parallel. 
When the master switch is moved to the third 

position forward, the conducting segment OA 
becomes engaged with the finger 5 and the 
contactor f3 becomes energized to cause the 
Switch controlled by Said contactor 3 to bee 
come closed, thus to short circuit the resistors 
f 26 and 27 and connect the travel motors 60, 
60 directly to the generator 33. The auxiliary 
contactor f40 is energized upon energization of 
the contactor 3 to cause the field 34 of the 
small generator or regulator 95 to be opened 
thus to render said Small generator or regulator 
ihoperative. The current and voltage across the 
travel motors 60, 60 becomes that of the geri 
erator 33 upon opening of said field 134. Evil. 
dently, the power transmitted to the travel mos 
tors 60, 60 will be increased upon movement of 
the master switch 66 to the third position for 
ward by reason of short circuiting of the re 
sistors 26 and 27. 
When the master SWitch 66 is moved to the 

fourth position forward, the conducting segment 
f05 becomes engaged with the finger 6 and the 
contactor 32 becomes energized to cause the 
Switch controlled by said contactor 32 to be a 
come closed, this to short circuit the resistor 
28. The reduction in the resistance of the 

5 field circuit 39 as a consequence to short cir 
cuiting the resistance 28 causes an increase in 
voltage and current across the travel motors 
60, 60. 
When the master switch 66 is moved to the 

fifth position forward, the conducting segment 
06 becomes engaged with the finger T and the 

contactor f33 becomes energized to cause the 
Switch controlled by said contactor 33 to be 
come closed, thus to short circuit the resistor 129. 
The reduction in the resistance of the field cir 
cuit f39 as a consequence to short circuiting 
the resistor 29 causes an increase in voltage 
and current across the travel motors 60, 60. 

It will be obvious that the description given 
with respect to the manner of operation of the 
travel motors 60, 60 upon forward advancement 
of the master switch 66 from position to posi 
tion also applies with respect to the manner of 
operation of Said travel motors upon rearward 
advancement of Said master Switch, except that 
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at the first position rearward the conducting 
Segment 97 Will become engaged with the finger 
f3, and the contactor 25 will become energized 

to close the Switches controlled by said. Con 
trolled by said contactor 25 thus to cause oper 
ation of the travel motors to be reversed, at the 
Second position rearward the conducting segment 
98 will become engaged with the finger 4, at 
the third position rearward the conducting seg 
ment 99 will become engaged with the finger 5, 
at the fourth position rearward the conducting 
Segment OO will become engaged with the finger 

| 6, and at the fifth position rearward the con 
ducting segment 0 will become engaged with 
the finger 7. - 

'. While in the illustrated embodiment of the 
invention, the generator includes in-built char 
acteristics for obtaining the desired character 
istics for the third, fourth and fifth positions for 
Ward and reverse of the master Switch 66, these 
same characteristics could be provided by means 
of a regulator functioning after the fashion of 
the regulator 95. - 
The electro-magnet 27 can be energized only 

when the master switch 66 is in its neutral posi 
tion or in its first or second positions forward 
or reverse. The circuit for the normally, open 
Switch. 69 is through the conducting segments 
f O and , and, therefore, can be established 
when, and only when, said master switch 66 is in : 
one of the positions mentioned; viz., neutral posi 
tion or first or second position forward or re 
verse. Obviously, the fingers 8 and 9 will be 
clear of the conducting segments fo and 
when the master switch 66 is in third, fourth and 
fifth positions forward and reverse. It will be 
apparent that said conducting segments 0 and 

could be shorter to be clear of said fingers 
8 and 9 when said master Switch is in sec 

ond position forward and reverse; or the con 
ducting segments could be longer So as to en 
gage the contact fingers 8 and 9 when the 
master switch is in third, or even fourth, posi 
tion for Ward and reverse. 

Depression of the pilot circuit button 68 to 
cause the normally open Switch f69 to be closed 
will complete a circuit from the generator 33 
through the conducting segments 10, it and 
said switch 69 to the line contactor 56. En 
ergization of said line contactor 56 will cause 
the switches it 5 and 6 to be closed thus to 
connect the electro-magnet to the conductors 
73 and fill supplied from said generator 33, 

which, in turn, has its Voltage maintained at a 
constant value by the small generator or regu 
lator. 95, whether or not the travel motors 63, 60 
are energized. 
The normally closed switch 70 is opened in 

response to depressing movement of the pilot 
circuit button 68 which causes the normally 
open switch 69 to be closed, and with opening 
of said normally closed switch the resistance 
96 is inserted in the field 38 of the Small gen 
erator or regulator 95 thus to cause increased 
voltage, or voltage greater than normal, to be 
maintained on the generator 33. Such increased 
voltage will be maintained on said generator 33 
as long as the pilot circuit button 68 is retained 
in the closed position of the normally open switch 
f69. Upon release of the pilot circuit button 68, 
the normally closed switch E) becomes closed 
and the circuit of the field 38 is returned to 
normal so that the Voltage output of the genera 
tor 33 is immediately returned to its normal 
value by the small generator or regulator 95. 
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16 
A holding circuit for the line contactor i? 56 

is completed upon energization of said line cont 
tactor, said holding circuit being traced from 
the conductor 74 through the closed switch ?i6 
and the conductors 18 and 25 to the closed 
Switch 24, and thence through the conductor 
213 to the line contactor 56. Thus, said line 
contactor 56 Will remain closed after the Switch 
69 is opened. It will be evident that as long as 

the pilot circuit button 68 is held depressed to 
cause the normally closed switch 76 to be open, 
not only will the electro-magnet 27 be and re 
main energized, but also the voltage applied to 
said electro-magnet will be increased. Also it 
will be evident that the solenoid f 82 of the inter 
lock 59 will become energized simultaneously 
with energization of the line contactor 56 and 
will remain energized as long as said line con 
tactor remains energized. A circuit for said sole 
noid 62 which is closed When the line contactor 
f56 is energized is traced from the conductor 74 
through the Switch 76, the conductors 78 and 
215, the closed switch 214 and the conductors 213, 
20 and 203 to said solenoid 62, and thence 
through the conductor 202 to the conductor 13. 
The adjacent end portion of the armature 63 
is adapted to lie between and in the path of the 
limit surfaces 64, f 64 of the cam 60 at all 
times while the Solenoid 62 is energized, thus to 
limit the extent to which the control lever 67 
can be swung. In the disclosure as made, the 
cam 60 is adapted to permit swinging movement 
of the control lever 67 between its position when 
the master Switch 66 is at Second position for 
Ward and its position. When said master Switch is 
at Second position reverse. The limit surfaces 
64, 64 of said cam 60 could, however, be spaced 
apart a shorter distance to limit Swinging move 
ment of the control lever 67 to capacity for travel 
between the position of said control lever when 
the master switch is at first position forward and 
the position of said control lever When said mas 
ter Switch is at first position reverse; or said 
limit surfaces 64, 64 could be spaced apart a 
longer distance to permit Swinging movement of 
the control lever 67 between the third, or even 
the fourth, positions forward and reverse of the 
master SWitch. - 

Depression of the push button if to cause 
the normally open Switch 72 to be closed Will 
complete a circuit from the generator 33 through 
the conducting segments if 0 and i? , said switch 
172 and the drop contactor 58. Energization of 
said drop contactor 58 will cause the switches 
8 and 82 to be closed and the Switch 24 to be 

opened. Closing of the switches f8 and 82 will 
cause a reverse flow of current through the 
electro-magnet 27 and opening of the switch 24 
Will cause the line contactor 56 to be deener 
gized thus to cause the energizing circuit, includ 
ing the Switches 75 and 76, through said electro 
magnet to be broken but an instant after reverse 
flow of current through the electro-magnet by 
way of the Switches 8f and 82 is accomplished. 
Upon release of said push button f7f said nor 
mally open Switch 72 will become opened, to 
break the circuit to the contactor 58. Thus the 
Switches 81 and 82 in the reverse circuit for 
the electro-magnet 27 will become open. 

It will be apparent that de-energization of the 
line contactor 56, by reason of opening of the 

- Switch 24 due to energization of the drop con 
tactor 58 in response to closing of the normally 
open Switch 72, also will cause the solenoid 62 
to become de-energized thus to cause or permit 
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the armature 63 to be moved to position where 
it will be clear of the limit surfaces 64, 64 of 
the can 60. 
The generator System of the invention, includ 

ing the generator 33 and the Small generator or 
regulator 95, is equipped to be capable of Supply 
ing power Suitable for operation of the electric 
motors 60, 8) and also to be capable of supplying 
power Suitable for the electro-magnet 2. Said 
generator system is so constructed that it can 
function as a travel generator having character 
istics making it possible that at high current the 
voltage will be low and at low current the volt 
age will be high, and the generator system also 
is SO constructed that it can function as a lifting 
magnet generator having characteristics making 
it possible that the value of the normally applied 
voltage will be substantially constant. 

It is considered that when auxiliary notors, 
such as the auxiliary electric motor 94, are to be 
operated from a locomotive crane generator Sys 
tem adapted to function after the manner of 
the generator System disclosed, said auxiliary 
motors may be operated under all conditions of 
voltage of said generator. Ordinarily, the gen 
erator 33, connected to the auxiliary electric 
motor 94 through the regulator 3, will operate 
at constant voltage. Should it be desirable to 
operate auxiliary electric motors, such as the 
auxiliary electric motor 94, while a generator Silch 
as the generator 33 is operating under variable 
conditions, the auxiliary electric motors en 
ployed can be of such design that they will be 
successfully operable within the variable voltage 
range encountered. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In combination, a prime mover, a generator 

driven thereby, an electric notor, an electro 
magnet, output leads from said generator for 
feeding circuits for said motor and electro 
magnet, a controller adapted to be advanced Step 
by step from a neutral position to different opera 
tive positions to cause circuits for transmitting 
power of increasing value to said motor S1 cces 
sively to be closed, a contactor for controlling a 
circuit to include said electro-magnet, a circuit 
for said contactor, a manually actuable Switch 
for controlling said contactor circuit, and an 
interlock operable when the contactor is condi 
tioned to cause said electro-magnet circuit to be 
ciosed to preclude actuation of the controller to 
any of said operative positions in advance of a 
Selected operative position. 

2. In combination, a prime nover, a generator 
driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro-mag 
nat, output leads from said generator for feeding 
ircuits for said motor and electro-magnet, a 

controller adapted to be advanced Step by step 
froin a neutral position to different operative po 
sitions to cause circuits for tranSinitting power 
of increasing value to said motor successively to 
be closed, a contactor for controlling a circuit to 
include said electro-magnet, a circuit for Said 
contactor, a manually actuable switch for Con 
trolling said contactor circuit, an interlock op 
erable when the contactor is conditioned to cause 
said electro-magnet circuit to be closed to pre 
clude actuation of the controller to any of Said 
operative positions in advance of a selected op 
erative position, and means for rendering said 
contactor incapable of closing said electro-mag 
nei, circuit, when said controller is situated at any 
of its operative positions in advance of said se 
lected operative position. 

3. In combination, a prime mover, a generator 
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driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro 
magnet, output leads from Said generator for 
feeding circuits for said motor and electro-mag 
net, a controller adapted to be advanced step by 
step from a neutral position to different operative 
positions to cause circuits for transmitting power 
of increasing value to said motor Successively to 
be closed, a contactor for controlling a circuit 
including said electro-magnet, a circuit for Said 
contactor, a manually actuable Switch for con 
trolling said contactor circuit, and an interlock 
constituted as a Solenoid in said contactor cir 
cuit and a stop element rigid with said controller 
operable when the contactor is conditioned to 
cause said electro-magnet circuit to be closed to 
preclude actuation of the controller to any of 
said operative positions in advance of a Selected 
operative position. 

4. In combination, a prime mover, a generator 
driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro 
magnet, output leads from Said generator for 
feeding circuits for said motor and electro-mag 
net, a controller adapted to be advanced step by 
step from a neutral position to different Opera 
tive positions to cause circuits for transmitting 
power of increasing value to said motor suc 
cessively to be closed, a contactor for controlling 
a circuit including said electro-magnet, a circuit 
for said contactor, a manually actuable switch for 
controlling said contactor circuit, an interlock 
constituted as a solenoid in said contactor circuit 
and a stop element rigid with said controller op 
erable when the contactor is conditioned to cause 
said electro-nagnet circuit to be closed to pre 
clude actuation of the controller to any of Said 
operative positions in advance of a Selected op 
erative position, and means for rendering Said 
contactor incapable of closing said electro-mag 
net circuit when said controller is situated at any 
of its operative positions in advance of Said Se 
lected operative position. 

5. In combination, a prime mover, a genera 
tor driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro 
magnet, output leads from Said generator for 
feeding circuits for said motor and electro-mag 
net, a controller adapted to be advanced Step by 
step from a neutral position to different operative 
positions to cause circuits for transmitting power 
of increasing value to said motor successively to 
be closed, a contactor for controlling a circuit in 
cluding said electro-magnet, a, circuit for said 
contactor, a manually actuable Switch for con 
trolling said contactor circuit, and a regulator 
operative in response to advancement of said 
controller to said different operative positions to 
maintain substantially constant voltage at the 
terminals of said generator. 

6. In combination, a prime mover, a generator 
driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro 
magnet, output leads from Said generator for 
feeding circuits for said notor and electro-mag 
net, a controller adapted to be advanced Step by 
step from a neutral position to different operative 
positions to cause separate circuits for Said motor 
successively to be closed, devices for causing 
power of increasing value to be transmitted to 
said notor in response to successive closing of 
said separate circuits, a contactor for controlling 
a circuit independent of the separate motor cir 
cuits and including said electro-magnet, a cir 
cuit for said contactor, a manually actuable 
switch for controlling said contactor circuit, and 
a regulator operative in response to closing of 
said separate circuits to maintain Substantially 
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constant voltage at the terminals of Said gen 
erator. 

7. In combination, a prime mover, a generator 
driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro 
magnet, output leads from said generator for 
feeding circuits for said motor and electro-mag 
net, a controller adapted to be advanced step by 
step from a neutral position to different operative 
positions to cause circuits for transmitting power 
of increasing value to said motor Successively to 
be closed, a contactor for controlling a circuit in 
cluding said electro-magnet, a circuit for said 
contactor, a manually actuable SWitch for Con 
trolling said contactor circuit, a regulator op 
erative in response to advancement of said con 
troller to said different operative positions to 
maintain substantially constant voltage at the 
terminals of said generator, and an interlock op 
erable when the contactor is conditioned to cause 
Said electro-magnet circuit to be closed to pre 
clude actuation of the controller to any of said 
Operative positions in advance of a selected op 
erative position. 

8. In combination, a prime mover, a generator 
driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro-mag 
net, output leads from said generator for feeding 
circuits for Said motor and electro-magnet, a 
controller adapted to be advanced step by step 
from a neutral position to different operative po 
Sitions to cause circuits for transmitting power 
of increasing value to said motor successively to 
be closed, a contactor for controlling a circuit in 
cluding Said electro-magnet, a circuit for said 
contactor, a manually actuable switch for con 
trolling Said contactor circuit, a regulator op 
erative in response to advancement, of said con 
troller to said different operative positions to 
maintain substantially constant voltage at the 
terminals of said generator, an interlock operable 
When the contactor is conditioned to cause said 
electro-magnet circuit to be closed to preclude 
actuation of the controller to any of said opera 
tive positions in advance of a selected operative 
position, and means for rendering said contactor 
incapable of closing said electro-magnet circuit 
When said controller is situated at any of its op 
erative positions in advance of said selected 
Operative position. 

9. In combination, a prime mover, a generator 
driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro 
magnet, output leads from said generator for 
feeding circuits for said notor and electro-mag 
net, a controller adapted to be advanced step by 
Step from a neutral position to different opera 
tive positions to cause separate circuits for said 
motor Successively to be closed, devices for caus 
ing power of increasing value to be transmitted 
to Said motor in response to successive closing of 
Said Separate circuits, a contactor for controlling 
a circuit independent of the separate motor cir 
cuits and including said electro-magnet, a cir 
cuit for said contactor, a manually actuable 
Switch for controlling said contactor circuit, a 
regulator operative in response to closing of said 
Separate circuits to maintain substantially con 
stant voltage at the terminals of said generator, 
and an interlock operable when the contactor is 
conditioned to cause said electro-magnet circuit 
to be closed to preclude actuation of the controller 
to any of said operative positions in advance of 
a Selected operative position. 

10. In combination, a prime mover, a generator 
driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro-mag 
net, output leads from said generator for feed 
ing circuits for said motor and electro-magnet, a 
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20 
controller adapted to be advanced step by step 
from a neutral position to different operative po 
sitions to cause separate circuits for said motor 
successively to be closed, devices for causing 
power of increasing value to be transmitted to 
said motor in response to Successive closing of 
said separate circuits, a contactor for controlling 
a circuit independent of the separate motor cir 
cuits and including said electro-magnet, a circuit 
for said contactor, a manually actuable switch 
for controlling said contactor circuit, a regulator 
operative in response to closing of Said separate 
circuits to maintain Substantially constant Volt 
age at the terminals of Said generator, an inter 
lock constituted as a Solenoid in Said contactor 
circuit and a stop element rigid with said con 
troller operable when the contactor is conditioned 
to cause said electro-magnet circuit to be closed 
to preclude actuation of the controller to any of 
said operative positions in advance of a selected 
operative position, and means for rendering said 
contactor incapable of closing said electro-mag 
net circuit when said controller is situated at any 
of its operative positions in advance of said Se 
lected operative position. 

11. In combination, a prine nover, a generator 
driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro-mag 
net, output leads from said generator for feeding 
circuits for said motor and electro-magnet, a 
controller adapted to be advanced step by step 
from a neutral position to different operative po 
Sitions to cause separate circuits for said motor 
Successively to be closed, devices for causing 
power of increasing value to be transmitted to 
Said motor in response to successive closing of 
Said Separate circuits, a contactor for controlling 
a circuit independent of the Separate motor cir 
cuits and including said electro-magnet, a cir 
cuit for said contactor, a manually actuable 
SWitch for controlling said contactor circuit, a 
regulator operative in response to closing of said 
Separate circuits to maintain substantially con 
Stant Voltage at the terminals of said generator, 
and an interlock operable when the contactor is 
conditioned to cause said electro-magnet circuit 
to be closed to preclude actuation of the controller 
to any of Said operative positions in advance 
of a selected operative position and when said 
Contactor is conditioned to cause the electro 
magnet circuit to be open to permit actuation of 
Said controller to operative positions therefor in 
advance of said selected operative position. 

12. In combination, a prime mover, a generator 
driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro-mag 
net, Output leads from said generator for feeding 
circuits for said motor and electro-magnet, a 
controller adapted to be advanced step by step 
from a neutral position to different operative po 
Sitions to cause separate circuits for said motor 
Successively to be closed, devices for causing 
pOWer of increasing value to be transmitted to 
Said notor in response to successive closing of 
Said Separate circuits, a contactor for controlling 
a circuit independent of the separate motor cir 
cuits and including said electro-magnet, a circuit 
for Said contactor, a manually actuable switch 
for controlling said contactor circuit, a regulator 
operative in response to closing of said separate 
circuits to maintain substantially constant volt 
age at the terminals of said generator, an inter 
lock constituted as a solenoid in said contactor 
circuit and a stop element rigid with said con 
troller operable when the contactor is conditioned 
to cause said electro-magnet circuit to be closed 
to preclude actuation of the controller to any of 
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said operative positions in advance of a Selected 
operative position and when said contactor is 
conditioned to cause the electro-magnet circuit 
to be open to permit actuation of said controller 
to operative positions therefor in advance of said 
selected operative position, and means for render 
ing said contactor incapable of closing Said elec 
tro-magnet circuit when said controller is situated 
at any of its operative positions in advance of 
said selected operative position. 

13. In combination, a prime nover, a generator 
driven thereby, an electric motor, an electro 
magnet, output leads from Said generator for 
feeding circuits for said notor and electro-mag 
net, a controller for a circuit to include Said 
motor, a contactor for controlling a circuit to in 
clude said electro-magnet, a holding circuit for 
said contactOr, a regulator for normally main 
taining Substantially constant voltage at the ter 
minals of said generatoi, a first Switch adapted 
to be initially actuated to cause said contactor 
holding circuit and said electro-magnet circuit 
to be closed and voltage of value greater than 
normally Supplied by said generator to be in 
pressed upon the electro-magnet circuit, said first 
Switch being adapted to be later actuated to cause 
voltage as normally Supplied by the generator to 
be impressed upon said electro-magnet circuit, 
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and a second Switch adapted to be actuated to 
CauSe Said contactor holding circuit and Said 
electro-magnet circuit to be opened. 

DONATD. C. GRAY. 
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